When a liquid wets a vertical wall, wetting layers form on the wall high above the liquid-vapor meniscus. These layers are stabilized against gravity by dispersion forces. For SF6 in contact with fused silica, we find layers between 20 and 40 nm thick in a range of temperatures below critical. Our results support the predictions of Dzyaloshinskii, Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii, in In agreement with the DLP theory, we find that the layer's thickness decreases from 40 to 20 nm as the height of the measurement is increased from 0.7 to 3 mm above the liquid-vapor interface. Within the resolution of our measurements, the layer's thickness is independent of temperature in the range 10 to 0.1 K below the critical temperature ( T, =319 K). The DLP theory predicts a very weak temperature dependence which we could not have detected.
When a liquid wets a vertical wall, wetting layers form on the wall high above the liquid-vapor meniscus. These layers are stabilized against gravity by dispersion forces. For SF6 in contact with fused silica, we find layers between 20 and 40 nm thick in a range of temperatures below critical. Our results support the predictions of Dzyaloshinskii, Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii, in contrast to recent experiments which are much harder to reconcile with theory.
PACS numbers: 68.10. Cr, 68.10.Gw, 78.65.Jd In the usual hydrostatic picture' of a liquid that wets a vertical wall, the long-ranged dispersion, or van der Waals, forces2 between the wall, the liquid, and the vapor are neglected. The liquid then rises up to the wall a distance equal to the capillary length, a = (2 o. / gb, p)'l', at which point the liquid-vapor surface is tangent to the wall [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The rise and shape of this meniscus can be understood in terms of the pressure drop across the meniscus (which is the product of the meniscus curvature and the liquid-vapor surface tension o-), and the buoyant force per unit volume of fluid, Apg (Ap is the mass density difference between the liquid and the vapor and g is the gravitational acceleration). When dispersion forces are considered, the meniscus shape is slightly altered and a thin liquid-like adsorbed film is predicted to form between the vapor and the wall at heights h greater than the capillary length.~It is this film, or wetting layer, which is the subject of the present study [Fig. 1(b)l. the cell near the critical temperature.
After assembly and filling, the optical cell was inserted into a four-stage concentric-shell thermostat. The outer two stages were actively controlled, while the inner two were passive. The thermostat was capable of regulating the temperature of the cell to a precision of 50 p, K for periods of hours. The thermostat was also designed to minimize temperature gradients across the optical cell. We were unable to measure any temperature difference between cell top and bottom; a gradient of 50 pK/cm could have been detected.
To someter signal-to-noise ratio was about 40-to-l, which corresponds to a thickness resolution of 5 nm.
A second thermal consideration was laser heating. The unfocused laser was attenuated with neutraldensity filters (before the polarizer) until we found a range of light levels that did not affect the wetting layer. Most of the data were taken with 1 p% incident on the film. Periods of several days were allowed for equilibration at each temperature, and the ellipsometric measurements remained stable for 24 h periods.
We turn now to the problem of translating the ellipsometric data into wetting layer thicknesses. For this one must model the dielectric constant profile from the fused silica through the wetting layer and into the vapor. We first established that we would not be able to distinguish, within the accuracy of our data, between the predictions of a simple slab model and more sophisticated models. In the slab model one assumes a discontinuous profile in which the dielectric constant is constant within each phase and attains the bulk liquid value within the wetting layer. This is an excellent approximation far from T, where the bulk correlation length is much smaller than the equilibrium layer thickness. The more sophisticated models that we considered took into account compression of the liquid SF6 close to the fused silica surface, the nonabrupt transition from liquid to vapor at the edge of the wetting layer, and effects due to averaging over the 1-mm width of the laser beam.
By far our biggest problem was to account for strain-induced birefringence in the fused silica prism. The strain depended on temperature and was capable of changing the polarization of the light as much as the wetting layer itself. Given this, we exploited the symmetry of the strain with respect to vertical and horizontal planes perpendicular to the fused-silica -SF6
interface [see Fig. 3(b) ]. With symmetry, the optical effects of the prism along paths BC, A'B', and B'C' are simply related to that along AB. Our procedure was to find pairs of ellipsometer nulls at each temperature: one for reflection from the liquid-silica interface below the center of the cell, and one for reflection from the wetting layer at an equal height above the center of the cell. This procedure yields pairs of polarizer and analyzer angles that are related to the optical properties of the prism and the thickness of the wetting layer by nonlinear equations that must be solved numerically.
(The birefringence of the prism along AB is equivalent to a partial-wave plate followed by a rotator. '0) Measurements made above the critical temperature confirmed that the strain was symmetric with respect to the horizontal plane. We were unable to test the symmetry with respect to the vertical plane, but measurements made with different vertical planes indicated that this was not an important factor. Measurements were also made in which the clamping of the prism was changed, and these too gave similar wetting-layer thicknesses.
An alternative procedure for taking strain into account involves making two measurements at a single height above the liquid-vapor meniscus: one with the wetting layer present and in thermal equilibrium, and one with the wetting layer burned off by greatly increasing the laser power. The prism that we used was not designed to exploit this possibility.
The theoretical curves in Fig. 2 
